
This thesis gives a basic language characteristic of the ear1y printed book Life ol the
Blessed Agnes... from 1666 from the orthographical, phonetic, morphological, syntactic
and lexical perspective. Transcription of the text of this record is also part of the thesis.
The examined text is a translation from Latin which originated at the beginnig of the 15th
century and was printed according to an old manuscript in 1666. The printing contains
extra explanatory marginalia which were added by the publisher.
The legend was printed using the Moravian orthography and contains some mistakes
due to trascription of the digraphic orthography which was used in the old manuscript.
The quantity of vowels is marked, however the graphic form of the printing gives
information more about the quantity of Czech in the 1 i h century rather than of Czech in
the 15th century. The graphics of the legend reflects some changes which were happening
in the phonetic system at that time but the phonetic Czech of the legend basically agrees
with the Czech today.
More differences in comparison with present Czech can be found in morphology.
Compared to today' s Czech concrete formative differences which originated in Old Czech
(system oftenses, participle forms, dec1ination of some nouns and numerals) show
themselves within particular dec1ensional and conjugational paradigms in the Czech of the
legend.
The legend retlects many features characteristic for older Czech in syntax, too
(juxtaposition of sentences, usage of semi-sentence formations). After the fashion ofLatin,
relative pronouns and adverbs are used a lot for joining sentences in co-ordinate relations;
these have connective and linking function in this context. The dependance on the Latin
model makes the text of the legend difficult to understand at times.
From the lexical aspect the Czech of the legend contains a lot of words which do not
exist in present Czech or are considered to be archaisms.


